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n	 cross sectional area, cmz ; in.2
C	 conversion constant
CD	flow discharge coefficient, dimensionless
D	 hydraulic diameter 9 Zh; cm; in.
G	 mass flow pex uxzit area, kg/sec-om2 ; lbm/sec-ine^
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ABSTRACT
E	 ^ The fundamental principles governing dynamic sealing operation are
discussed, Different seals are described in terms of these principles,
Despite the large variety of detailed construction, there appear to be
{	 some basic principles, or rombinat3uns of basic principles, by which all
j	 seals functiono They are;
1, Selection and control of seal geometry - low friction packing
materials, fixed and floating bushing seat's, labyrinth seals, stepped
face seals and mechanical face seals, lip seals,'circumferential shaft
riding seals, hydrodynamic seals.
^. Control of leakage fluid properties -^ liquid buffer seals, con-
trolied heating and cooling seals,
3. Control of forces acting an leakage fluids - slinger seals, mag-
^	 netic seals, ferromagnetic seals 9 viscoseals.
Theoretical and practical considerations in the application of these
princip^.es are discussed. Advantages, disadvantages, limitations, and
application examples of various conventional and spacial seals are pre-
sented, Fundamental equations governing liquid°axed gas flaws in thin
film seals, cahich enable leakage calculations to be Made, are also pre-
sented. Concept of flow functions, application of Reynolds lubrication
equation, and nonlubrication equati^.^n flows, friction and wear; and seal
lubrication regimes are expla^.ned.
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B	 f	 mean Fan :aing fri coon factor, dimensionless
h	 film thickn^+.ss {gap), cm; in.
^	 2	 I/3
hchar characteristic film thickness, 
`hihZlhm^
L	 flow length from entrance to exit, cm; in.
M	 mass flow rate, lcg/min; lbm/min
m	 molecular weight of gas
N	 speed, rpm
P	 static pressure, N/mZ ; psi
Q	 volume leakage flow rate, scros; scfm
universal gas constant, N-m/mole K; 3.545.4 ft-lbf/(lb mole}(°R}
'^	 gas constant, !R/m, ,^/kg-K; in. -lbf/{lbm} (°R}
Rl	seal .inner radius, cm; in.
RZ	 seal outer radius, cm; in.
Re	 leakage flow Reynolds number, per./}^, dimensionless
T	 temperature, K; °F
U	 leakage flaw reference velocity, m/sec; it/sec
u	 velaci_y in leakage flow direction, m/sec; ft/sec
W	 flow width, cm; in.
Y	 compresszbili .ty expansion function, dimensionless
c	 flow coefficient, dimensionless
^	 linear sealing face deformation angle, rad
Y	 recovery factor, dimensionless
8	 geometric balance ratio or modulus, dimensionless
rl	 friction coefficient, dimensionless
p	 absolute viscosity, N-sec/mz ; lbf--sec/in.Z
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p	 density, kg/m3 ; lbf--sect/in,4
T	 shear stress, N/m2 ; lbf/in. 2	^
^	 flaw function, d^.mensionless
Subscripts:
a	 anab lent
^,	 inner
m	 mean
0	 outer
s	 sealed
w	 wetted
1	 entrance condition
2	 exit condition
i_NTRODLTCT ION
In recent years, fluid sealing has become a very important area of
technology due to a number of factors. These include ecological con-
straints, the necessity for having equipment that operates economically,
and also new demands on. seals due to higher pressures, temperatures, and
speeds in rotating machinery, In the area of ecology, new legislation
has resulted in requirements that seals have low or no leakage. Gener-
ally better seals are required than are currently used. During the oil
embargo of the winter of 2974 mast of us came to realize that fuel economy
and energy conservation are of the utmost importance. Improved fluid
sealing contributes greatly to economical operation. In many new areas
of technology there are identifiable seal problemso An example is the
Wankel rotary combustion engine. One of its major limitations is the
sealso Periodically claims are made that the sealing problem is salved
but in time it is seen that it really has not been satisfactorily re-
solved. C-enera^,3.y in all areas of rotating machinery there is a trend to
operate the equipment faster ar.d at higher pressures and temperatures to
get better thermodynamic efficiency. This puts amore severe requirement
an the seal.^.zg technology,
In many iu3.dergraduate machine design courses, beatings are desig-
nated as X's an the shaft and seals may not be identified at all. It was
suggested that a specialist be consulted, The design engineer must con-
sult ^a^i.th seal vendors, but it is essential to have an understandiag of
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the basic principles so a ,judicious choice may be made. Tt is very impor-
font to have the xight seal des^.gn during the initial concept stages of
the design, Traditionally space for the seal as allotted only after the
overall design is completed.
Many types of seals exist. Tn Table T two general categories of
seals are shaT.ii - static and dynamic, Static seals, such as 0-ring seals,
metallic diaphragm type seals, and gaskets axe very important and widely
used. However, this presentation will only be concerned with dynamic
seals. Aynamic seals can he categorized by their motions, A further re-
striction wil], be that only rotary dynamic seals will be discussed.
.`here are also oscillatory seals and reciprocating seals and even limited
motion sea^ .o. Many rotary seals concepts are also applicable, in most
cases, to the other motion seals, Rmphasis will be on overvi .ew^.ng dy-
namic seals, classifying the various types of dynamic seals, and select-
ing seals for different applications. The funda ;aentals of operation of
these seals and a limited number of examples of weal systems will also
tae presented. Avery important part of sealing is the seal system itself,
That is, seal performance depends to- a great extent on the environment
around the seal.
'fable TT illustrates the var:^ous disciplines involved in fluid seal-
inga Nate that these areas encompass the area of tribolagy. Fluid me-
chanics, heat transfer, solid mechanics and dynamics are important in
many applications, In materials science both metallurgy and the chemis-
try and physics of the material - both the bulk and surface properties of
the material - are extremely important disciplines. Fluid sealing is
differentiated from many other areas of engineering technology in that
seals operate in a microworld. Rubbing contact seals operate with effec-
tive gaps an the order of 50 microinches, Rxtremely small deformations
that are net important in_ many other areas of engineering are extremely
important in fluid sealing. Microdeformations must be carefully con-
trolled for successful seal operation.
Many factors must be considered in seal selection and design. Same
of these factors are shown in Table TxTo Many of these factors are	 E
common to any type of engineering hardware that must be designed. Tn
sealing prob ably the foremost requirement is "what is the allowable
leakage rate?" ^.`he allowable 1?akage rate depends on the application.
The requirement may require a zero leak seal. However, in xeality we
never have a truly zeta leak seal situation. 'There may appear to be no
leakage across the boundaryo However, .there can be diffusion across the
boundary; vapor leaking out of a liquid gas interface or amounts of the
fluid itself leaking, L'or example, a rubber diaphragm static seal will 	 ;;
actually allow diffusion of water through the diaphragm. Tf you axe seal- 	 -,
ing hydrogen even with a solid material, you get diffusion of the hydra--
gen through the solid. material6 Many water pump seals appear to be oper-
ating as zero leak seals. Tn reality, ?-^ ^wever, it is very possible that
one does not see any droplets of liquid but in. this seal vaporization
Occurs at the interface. This is also the case with helicopter trans- 	 ^
5mission seals. Exper^.ments at NASA have shown that although liquid oil
does not leak out of the sea]., there is hydrocarbon vapor leaking out of
the interface. At the ether end of the leakage spectrum a labyrinth seal
typically may leak a pound of the sealed substance per second. 'Phis may
be an acceptable leakage rate for some applications. Thus, one of the
foremost requirements is to determine the allowable leakage rated
Another requirement is the available physical space for the seal and the
seal duty requirements - seal pressure differential, seal temperature
and temperature gradient, the rotating speed, and surface velocl.ty. The
sealed fluid media must also be considered: Does it have good boundary
lubrication properties? Ts it abrasive in nature? Is it toxic? Another
factor is the maintainability and life requirements of the seal - ^,s the
seal. life to be the one or two year warranty period or five years (same
power applications desire a seal life of 40 000 hrr,)? Some rocket seals
only have to operate for 30 seconds. Another impnx^tant consideration is
the necessity for external accessories. Is there room and does cast
allow an auxiliary cooling system to be applied? Gan a buffer system
with: its complex controls be used? Another item is the wear and/or rub-
bing characteristics of the seal materialso Will the wear rate be low
enough for the design life of the seal. Are the rubbing seal surface
materials compatible (is the friction low)? Will thermoelastic in.sta.-
bility (a situation where catastrophic failure occurs at the sealing
interface) be avoided? Control. of all types of distortions is important,
Distortions may be due to centrifugal farces, axial temperature gradients,
pressure, and/oz mechanical forces. Excessive distortions must be avoided
or a seal has to be chosen that can accommodate these distortions. Here
a decision on initial cost against the total life cycle cost must be made,
This may be a very important consideration because in some applications
seals can significantly increase the cost of the equipment. Tn same
cases a trade--off must be made of cost with reliability and life of the
seal. The lower initial. cast may mean problems in the field and high
replacement costs. All of the factors mentioned are important but the
particular application usually determines the relative importance of each.
f
DYNAMIC SHAL CLASSIFICATION
Dynamic seals exist in many configurations and sizes and can be
classified in many caays. Hocaever, operation can be described in terms of
a few fundamental. principles. Differen' ^eals will be described in terms
of these basic approaches. Despite the large varier_y of detail construe-
tion there appear to be some basic principles or combinations of basic
principles by which all seals function_ {These are shown in table IV.}
They are:
{l) Seals that depend on the selection and control of the sealing
geometry. These can ba further reduced into three subcategories:
(a) Positive rubbing contact seals - these include mechanical.
face seals, circumferential shaft riding seals, lip seals, and shaft
packings.
6(b} Seals that operate at close clearances. Close clearance
seals generally operate with clearances on the order of 0,025 to
0.25 centimeter (0,1 to 1 mil). In this category are hydrodynamic seals,
hydrostatic seals, and floating bushing ; 'eats. Hydrostatic seals fur-
ther can be classified in terms of the two opera =ing modes - externally
pressurized mode or self-energized.
(c) Fixed geometry clearance seals, The seal is the gap be-
tween the shaft and stationary sleeve. The gap must be large enough to
accommodate shaft distortions and dynamics. In this category the clear-
ance depends on the size of the shaft -- generally the clearances can be
on the order of 0.001 centimeter per 1 centimeter (1 mil per 1 in,)
radius of the shafto Basically there are two types of fixed geometry
clearance seals - fixed bushing seals and labyrinth seals,
(2} Seals that depend on control of fluid properties. These include
controlled heating and cooling seals and ferromagnetic seals.
(3) Seals that depend on control of fluid forces. 'three types of
seals fail into this category.
{a) Centrifugal
{b) Screw pump or viscoseals
{c) Magnetic seals
SELECTION AND CONTROL OF GEOMETRY
As previously mentioned, there are three classes of seals in this
cafe gory -- positive contact, close clearance, and fixed geometry. The
seal leakage equations can be found in appendix A and are discussed in
more detail in reference to
Positive Rubbing Contact
Various rubbing cox .^tact type seals are shown in figure to For very
light duty applications 'b" rings, molded pacl^ings, and compression
packings can be used.
	
Mechanical face seal. - A photograph of a mechanical end face seal 	 -.
	
is shown in figure 2, This is a very widely used seal in many applica-	 .
tivns, such as in the processing industries. Figure 3 illustrates the
basic elements of the mechanical face seal. A rotating seal seat is
mounted to the shaft and held at close proximity to a nanrotating seal-
ing ring. The sealing ring is held in close proximity to the seat by a
mechanical spring, The sealing ring is allowed to move axially to accom-
modate the axial motion of the seal seat -- such as runout. Antirotation
7lugs prevent seal ring rotation (not shown in fig. 3). Relative motion
of the ring and stationary housing occurs across a secondary seal.
Figure 3 shows the secondary seal as an "0" ringo This seal also
can be a piston ring for higher temperature applications. The purpose
of the secondary seal is to allow the seal ring to track axial motions
of the seal seat. It is practically impossible to locate the seal seat
to be perfectly perpendicular to the axis of rotation, hence axial runout
•	 occurse In order tv accommodate this runout for low leakage, small axial
movement of the seal ring is allowed. That is ; the spring essentially
forces the seal ring against the rotating seal seat tv accommodate the
•	 rttnout ar wobbled
The particular configuration shown in figure 3 is an internally
pressurized sealo That is, the pressurized fluid is located on the inner
diameter of the seal an3 is being sealed from the ambient pressure lo-
cated at the outside diameter (preventing the sealed liquid from lealting
to this envirvnment)o The seal shown is a pressure balance3 seal, At
the primary seal interface leakage occurs and a pressure drop of the
fluid exists, Far laminar viscous flow (a very common sealing situation}
the pressure profile is linear as shoE^rn. The force due to this pressure
drop is called the seal separating or opening farce. Holding the seal
against the seal seat are the spring force and a hydrostatic closing
force (a net seal pressure force) that acts against the seal ring as
shown in figure 3, A common practice is to balan,e the hydrostatic
pressure force with the pressure drop force and let the spring force
apply a slight contacting pressure. For liquids this contacting force is
generally 27 to 53 newtons per centimeter (6 to 12 lb%in,) circumference
and for gases it is less than 3/4 pound per inch., There are other forces
invvlvedo The inertia force of the sealing ring becomes very important
at high spee.dso If the secondary seal is an elastomer or a piston ring
type, a friction force exists at the secondary sealing interface. One of
the fundamental problems is to decide on what the seconda ry seal diameter
should be. For a face seal this diameter is usually determined by prac-
tical experience as well as analytic consideration of the force balance.
An important parameter is the pressure profile load factor. See appen-
dix FQ Far ?iquids theoretically parallel surfaces predict a pressure
profile load factor of about 0.5 (ref 1); however, in practice there are
inherent distortions and a factor of about O,b is typical. However, it
will vary from application to application. A seal vendor can be of great
assistance in selecting the proper face seal for an application where a
mechanical face seal is the proper choice.
For very light duty applications - law speed, maw pressure - the
seal may be completely pressure loaded. 'That is. the seal pressure acts
over the entire sealing interface {see fig. 4(a)}. On the other hand, an
application could require a seal that is pressure unloaded -- that is, the
separating force would be gxeater than the closing farce (fig. 4(b}).
Pressure balancing of face seals is of fundamental importance:; In ref-
erence l there is a more detailed discussion of pressure balancing.
_	 _	
_.
8Figure S illustrates a common. application of a mechanical face seal
as an end face seal in a centrifugal Bump. These seals axe located at
both ends of the pump shafto Figure b shows more details of an end face
sea].. Note the seal ring is rotating here - that is, the spring acts on
the rotating piece as shown in figure 6,
A rotating sealing ring can accommodate shaft center-to-bore center
offset or dynamic shaft whip during operation (duc to the gyromoment
an eccentric inward pumping component does not exist). The nonrotating
'	 sealing ring main advantage lies in its ability '_o accommodate shaft
center--ta-bare center misalinement. Also a nonrotating sealing ring must
1 ^	 be used at high shaft speedse
The secondary seal and spring function can be combined into one
integral unit as illustrated in figure 7 where a bellows is used. How-
ever, the use of bellows is limited . due to collapse of the bellows
fingers when higher pressures are sealed. The mean effective diameter
of the bellows changes; the mean effective balance diameter is analogous
to the secondary seal diameter. Figure 7 also illustrates a mechanical
seal. system in terms of a lumped parameter dynamic system. A simple one-
dimensional model. is shown where the seal ring is represented as a lumped
mass, The bellows has both stiffness and damping properties. (ln low
viscosity sealing media, the bellows must have a finger--type Coulomb
damger because the natural frequency of the bellows can be very law in
the range of the operating speed,} The fluid film also has stiffness and
damping properties and these pro}^erties axe modeled as shown in figure 7.
The seal seat can be represented as a massless displacement farting func-
tion. An analysis of the dynamic behavior of fluid film seals using these
analogies can be found in reference 3.
There are many variations in mechanical face seals. There are, of
course, advantages and disadvantages to a particular design. Despite
hardware differences the pressure balancing principle is of paramount
importance.
A widely used criter3.on for determining the limitation of seal-face
materials is the PV factor, the product of the unit pressure acting an
the sealing interface {P,3,T.) and the rubbing velocity (fpm). For any
given combination of seal. face L^a.terials, the limiting i'V value depends
on such factors as surface., quality, lubricating ability of seal fluid,
rate of heat conduction ^2^.1m the sliding interface, etc. There are PV
limiting values for heat generation and dear (1), Caut:^on should be ex-
ercised in interpreting this limitation because of such factors as local
stress levels greatly exceeding the unit pressure. Conditions used to
obtain PV data should be carefully examined.
The composition of the sealed liquid can vary in the sealing inter-
face; even boiling can occur, Figure $ illustrates the sealing interface
of an oil. seal from a study by Orcutt {ref. 2). The seal. ring was a
transparent optical flat. Hence the interface was visually observed and
9the temperature at the interface was measured using an infrared tempera--
ture measuring technique, Figure $from reference 2 shows that the oil
film only extends out a certain radial distance then the oil vaporizes
and oil vapor leaks out of the seal interface. Figure $ also shows the
measured temperature profile and shows that the sea]. was operating at a
relatively high temperature. This was due, in part, to the high bulk oil
temperature and also due to shear heating.
The maximum temperature was about 500° F at the vapor-liquid inter-
face where boiling was occurring. High temperature and/or high speed.
liquid seals must be cooled due to the high shear heating that occurs at
the sealing interface. These seals will be speed limited due to the
shear heating that causes the seali^g interfaces to da.stort.
NIe.chanical face seals are discussed in much greater detail in refer-
ence 70
Circumferential shaft seal. - Another positive contact seal is the
circumferential seal shown in figure 9. The seal ring is usually seg-
mented into three segments iri. order to accommodate radial misalinement of
the shaft and also the dynamic motion of the shaft and still maintain a
very small gap. Also, as shocm in figure 9, there is a retainer cover
which prevents leakage at tY^e segment joints and a garter spring which
keeps the segmented seal rings in close proximity to the seal shaft. The
seal shown in figure 9 is completely unbalanced. However, there is a
balanced version as shown in. figure 10 where pressure relief slots which
result in only a small net unbalance force both in the axial and the
radial direction. It should be noted that circumferential seals can
never be perfectly balanced due to the configuration. A face seal can be,
at least. in theory, completely pressure balanced. Also lapping a flat
surface is much easier to perform in the face seal geometry than it is
for'shaft riding type seals characterized by curved surfaces. Also, c:^r-
cumferential seals can be very sensitive to installation - fracture of the
carbon segments can occur during blind assembly.
The circumferential seal is commo^.y used when the shaft undergoes
large axial movement. These seals era usually more tolerant of pressure
reversals than face seals, Another advantage of this seal can be in seal-
ing in an oi.I environment where coking can occur. The circumferential
seals can still seal even though the sealing segments are frozeno How--
even, the gap will be larger and resulting leakage higher. A face seal
may catastrophically fail when colt:ing occurs in the interface,
Lip seal, _ A very comAton seal, that is used in automotive applica--
Lions and appliances is a, lip seal, shown in figure 11. Some of the ele-
	 '
meets of this seal are the case, the stiffener ring and the primary lip,
which is held in close proximity to the shaft by a garter spring force
(usually on the order of 1.24 N/cm (0.7 Ib/in.) of circumference). These
	 ^
seals are usually used for low or zero pressure differentials - for ex-
ample, to prevent an oil mist that is lubricating the bearing from Teak--
ing to the outside environment. However, in some applications they have
	 r
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been used for shaft speeds to 3 kilometers per minute (l0 000 ft/min) and
have sealed 69 newtons per square centimeter {l00 psi) pressure diffexen-
tials. Lip seals are inexpensive, compact, and easy to install. How-
ever, since lip seals are made of elastomeric materials, two mayor prob-
lems can be encountered: (1) chemical compatiba.lity of the elastomer
with the sealed fluid; the seals usually swell upon contact with the
sealed liquid. Tn cases where the interaction is incompatible, destruc-
tion of the sealing interface can occur; {2} stress relaxation - elasto-
mers have the problem that due to hysteresis frictional energy, the in-
ternal molecular chains can fracture and, in time, especially at the
higher temperatures; the elastomer may age harden and the sealing effec-
tiveness can be lost. This is especially true in the high speed applica-
tions where sealing interface temperatures as high as 478 K {400° F) have
been measured due to the heat generation.
Tn analyzing lip seals elastohydrodynamic theory is used; however,
the pressure-viscosity effect is neglected. Tn order to find the film
thickness distribution, an elastic analysis is first performed, then a
hydrodynamic flu^.d film analysis using Reynolds lubrication equation.
Wiebull statistics are used in predicting the lives of lip seals. The
industry now is trying to set up standards on accelerated life tests.
However, this approach has been generally unsuccessful to date.
There axe many innovations far lip seals to try to improve perform-
ance and life. Placing helical grooves on the interface has been suc-
cessful in some applications. Recently a wavy type of lip seal has been
introduced and appears to increase the life of the lip seal. Thy° "wavy"
sealing surface results in a sealing interface that is more effectively
coaled thaA a standard lip seal where continuous surface line contact
occurs. Generally a molded lip will give better performance than a
trimmed lip. Reference 4 has mare information on lip seals.
Soft packing seals. - Another very common seal is the soft packing;
it is a relatively inexpensive, simple, sealing material and has been
used far many years. A common type of soft Backing is compression packing
shown in figure l2. Wrapped abraded pliable material is compressed by
tightening of bolts ia. a stuffing bore This compression yields a loco
leakage sealing interface. Avery common material is asbestos. Because
'	 of potential health problems, it is not used as commonly today as in the
past. Blastvmers and metal fails are used instead. Many of the soft
packings are impregnated w?th solid lubricagts. The packing can also be
	 '
lubricated with a grease tap. The lantern ring in figure 12 acts as a
distribution manifold for the grease. Generally compression packings are
limited to peripheral speeds of 50 meters per second {l0 000 ft/min} but
sealed pressures as high as 345 newtons per square centimeter (50Q psi)
have been achieved with large axial lengths, Fluid temperatures to
808 K {1000° F} have been sealed. Unfortunately, the packing material
does wear away due to high heat ganexatian and periodic adjustment of the
compressive force is required to'^keep the packing in close proximity tv
the shaf^. Other types of packings that axe used are automatic packings,
ri
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cup-type, and floating packings which are similar to piston rings. Re-
cently., it appeared, due to the xecent ecological xequirements fox low
leakage seals, that packing seals would lose a laxge share of the markets
However, recent graphite metal foils have been introduced which are seal-
ing effectively and can be used in the small space required by the pack-
ing. So at a time when the future of packings was seriously being
txeatened a new innovation, in. this case a material, came along which
appears to have (at least temporarily) salved the problem. It appears
that packings will always be used for certain applications In applica
tions where packings axe replaced with lower leakage seals such as me-
chanical face seals, a great deal of r.:adesign is usually required due to
the larger spatial requirements.
Close Clearance Seals
Hydrodynamic seals. - For applications where positive contact seals
are not practical, close clearance seals may he used. Qne type is the
hydrodynamic seal shawti in figure 13s .`his hydrodynamic seal is primarily
used to seal gases. Essentially the sealing ring interface is the same
as an ordinary mechanical face seals However, a fluid film bearing
geometry has been added to the interface in order to give positive sepa-
ration of the surfaces. In figure 13 the bearing geometry is a shrouded
Rayleigh step gas bearing called self-acting lift pads. These lift pads
have pockets on the order of 0.00127 to O.G0254 centimeter (0.5 to 1 mil)
deep and pocket-ta-land width ratios in the circumferential direction
about 2:1. Axial and radial grooves around each pad keep the pressure
the same around the pad.
During rotation of the seat, the high pressure gas is dragged into
the pad and is compressed as it passes over the step at the end of the
pad, This creates a lifting action or force separating the primary
seal ring and the rotating seat.
The pressure drop in leakage occurs across what is known as the
sealing dam of the sealing rang. The fluid film bearing also contributes
a high film stiffness to the seal (190 000 to 950 000 N/cm (lOfl flfl0 to
500 000 lbf/ins)} such that the seal ring can dynamical^.y track the
motions of the seal seat. This is especially important in high speed
applications where the snout can be excessive and the unbalance forces
induced could not be tolerated without the fluid film geometry seal
surface. Another hydrodynamic seal is a spiral groove seal shown in
figure l^s Spiral grooves are incorporated in the sealing interface and
operation is similar to the lift pad seal. However, with a wide radial
face a "pumping action" w^.11 make this seal very efficient and zero net
leakage operation can be achieved. `this seal has been successfully used
in sealing l^.quids. Consult references 5 and 8 for further information
about both types of seals.
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Externally pressurized hydxosfiafiic seals. - Another type of close
clearance seal. is an externally pressur^.zed hydrostatic seal., shown,- in.
figure 15. A buffer fluid is pressurized to a higher pressure fihan the
sealed fluid. In effect, the buffer fluid leaks against the I:eakage' oaf
the sealed fluid. 'This type of sea]. requires additional plumb^.ng and
controls. Usually the pressurized fluid is at least 3.5 newtons ger
square centimeter (5 psi) higher than the sealed fluid. Under aLl.candi-
bons of operation the buffer pressure.must be higher than fihe sealed
pressure. An example of its use is applications where abrasives .are
present in the sealed fluid. Tn effect the buffer fluid "flushes out"
the sealed fluid so that the abrasives will never destroy the sealing
interface. This type of seal is also used in applications where toxic
fluids axe sealec:. The buffer fluid has fio be compatible with the sealed
fluids If it is not, a more complex sea]. system is required whereby fihe
entrained buffer fluid must be separated from the sealed fluid in.order
to prevent the buffer fluid from contaminafiing the process fluid.
Self-enexg^,zed hydrasfiafiic seals. - Self--energized hydrostatic sPa.l.s
are also used as close clearance seals. A radial. step seal is shown in
figure 16. A shallow step an the order of 0.00127 to 0.00254 centimeter
(0.5 to 1 mil) deep is locafie3 over part of the radial distance of the
sealing ring. An ordinary sealing interface {dam.} exists over the re-
mainder of the length. This type of seal has an equilibrium restnring
system similar to a servo system. This restoring force syste^t can ba`
better understood by examining figure l6•: Tn core A, at a normal design
gap the seal separating farce is due to a pressure drop across the_ recess
region and one across the sealing dam regions Also, acting on the sealing
ring is the seal closing (hydrostatic pressure) force as shown in the
figure. Now to understand how this servo principle operates, exattune
case B where a very close gap exists across the sealing dart. Zn that
case vary little pressure or na pressure dLop takes place across the
recess, 'The entire pressure drop is across the dam portion. Tn this
case the seal ring fvrce:3 are unbalanced such that the seal opening force
is greater than the chasing force hence we get a restoration. opening fio
case A. On the other h^.nd, if the gap is very ]_arge, the pressure drop
would be as shown in case C. Mere the presence of the step does not
appreciably affect the pressure drop across the sealing interface.. Essen--
tiahly a linear pressure drop occurs across the entire seal interface. Tn.
this case the closing force ^,auld.be greater than fibs seal separating
force and this closing force would give a restoration to the equilibrium.
conc;itivn in case A. 'This seal. is used successfuhly; however, hydrostatic
seals are susceptible to self-excited instabilities similar to those that
are obs4rved in hydrostatic bearings. This is particularly the case when
sealing gases. Generally hydrostatic seals are used an very high pressure
differential applications. The effect of rotation can. usually be neg- _
lected in these cases.{rotative speeds may be fi^o low to yield sufficient
hydrodynamic lift fozces and the gag is too large for significant hydro-
dynamic pressure generation). Again, afinite-.amount of Leakage must be
tolerated. Also a hacking gas may be used to achieve surface sepaxafiian
prior to rotation.
^i
I
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Floatangb ushing seal. - 'f'he third type of close clearance seal is
the floating bushing seal shown in figure 17p Hera a bushing acts as a
flow restrictor and the bushing is kept in close proximity to the seal
shaft by allowzng the bush^.ng to float radially, Rotation is prevented
by the use of an antirotation pin as shown in figure 17a This type of
seal. can accommodate Large shaft movements axed still behave as a close
clearance seal. Floating bushing seals generally operate in a lam^nar
floYa regime, and are effective fox sealing liquids. Again a finite
a^¢ount of leakage must be permitted when this t, Tpe of seal is usedo Tf
the shaft misalinement is large, rings of seals similar to the bushing
seal can be staged to accommodate the misalinement. Tn high temperature
applications a wear ring of carbon is retained by a metal ring The
c^^mn^site thermal expansion of both rings is designed ^a match t:ie Cher--
mal expansion characteristics of the shafto
Faxed Geometry Clearance Seals
Fixed bushing seal o -- The last category of classifying seals by
geometry is the fixed clearance seal. Two types are found in *_iris cate-
gory: The fixed bushing seal and the ?Labyrinth seals Tn this case very
limited axial or radial motion can be tolerated. Fixed gap operation
between bushing and the shaft occurs and again this is a flow restric^'.ox
type of operation. This seal. is illustrated ^n figure 18. Tn general,
the clearances are large and fixed busb.ing seals will usually operate in
the turbulent flaw regimen
Tn special applications much ingenuity can be used. For example, in
some particular applications with the bu^ahing seals shown an figure 19:
{a) a geometry tYaat deforms causes the clearance to reduce as pressure
increased and, (b) a situation exists where the high pressure causes the
seal gap to increase when the pressure is increased Thus there is a
great dial of flexibility and a let of inger:uity can be used in designing
these seals far a part3.cul.ar application.
Labyrinth seals. - The second category of fixed geometry seals is
labyrinth seals. Labyrinth seals have been used for many years - since
the early days of rotating machinery. 'These seals are illustrated in
figure 2p . Many geometric variations are possible with this type of seal.
Zn effect than seal consists of stages of knife edges analogous to ori-
fice ar throttling stages. gammon industrial practice is to have the
knife edges located on the stator. Tf rubbing occurs, the knife edges
wall expand away from the shaft. Also the knife edges will wear away
^	 because the rotor usually has a very hard coating to minimize the wear.
i	 Tn aircraft applications, due to fatigue and aeroelastic problems, the
knife edges are located on .the rotor. Here the stator usually conta^.ns a
rub tolerant material ° Abradable sprays, honeycomb, porous surface mate-
rials, and soft plated surfaces ark commonly used. Figure 21(a) shows a
straight through type labyrinth, (b} shows a double surface or closed
type labyrinth which is not tea commonly usedo Another variation is
,. ^	
-:,..
-A dP ^ M du
= puA du
lntegratix^.g bet^,reen any two control surface
stream tube
2	 2
dP=p	 udu
1	 1
ar
	
2	 2
	
pul 	 putPl+ 2 =P2+ 2
'Phis is the classical incompressible ^iernotil.li e^
the entrance velocity is negligible, thus
2 (Pl W P2)
u2 = A
'rhe mass flow is thus
M=Apl	 p
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shown ^ figure 23.(c), Figure 21(d) i^,lustrates a canted knife edge
labyrinth which is more effective in sealia.g than the 'straight through
labyrintho On figure 20{c) a staggered labyxinth design is shown; the
purpose of the steps is to change the flow kinetic energy into frictional
energy. This is the key physical. mechanism of labyrinth seal operation°
Tn effect the kinetic energy of the flow through the labyrinth is con-
verted to fxictianal energy which in turn is dissipated as heat. The
total pressure is not recoveredo Figure 20 (b) shows a mare effective
way of dissipating the kinetic energy because of the high tur3a.ing loss
associated with that type of labyrinth configuration. However, this con
figuration is limited to cextain industrial applications where split cas--
ings can be used because of the assembly problem.. Figure 22 illustrates
a very commonly used labyrinth seal in aircraft applications where two
stages of labyrinths of four knife edges are used as innex air seals,
The labyrinth seal leakage equations generally can be derived from
inviscid flow theory and will now be described.
The inviscid flaw consexvation of momentum equations for one-
dimensional, incompressible flow is
^	 I	 I	 ^_	 __
^,5
For a perfect gas, the above equation becomes
C AP
M = 1^ 2 ^l -- p^^Y
1	 where Y ^,s a compressibility expansion function or
'^	 M^	 / PZ 1 C^
^ ^- Y 2ll -- ^^ J1	 ^, JJ/
•	 We define the f^.ow function as
^
	
	
M s
^ ^s
^h.e ^1.OW function is a function of the pressure ratio and the gar-
ticular avexall geometric configurations '^'he pxessuxized fluid condi-
bons are now designated by the subscript "s." ^kte flaw function is a
measure of the flow effectiveness.
'fhe mass flow equation can be rewritten in the following form:
AP
M ^ {;^a^ s
s
where
^i +f	 mass flaw rate, lbm/sec
^	 flnw function
a	 Cg, the discharge coefficient ar flaw coefficient that accounts for
real flaw effects such as viscous friction, versa contacts, etc.
Y	 recovery factor, used for straight through staged xestrictions,
'	 e.g., in stages of orifices or labyrinth knife edges
r	
A	 flaw crass sectional area, in.Zi	 ,
G	 conversion constant, e.g. C = 0.777 for units in lbf, lbm, in.,
sec system
Ps
 sealed gas pxessure, gsia
Ts
 sealed gas temperature, °R
,:. JJ
. E	
___ , __	
_....._...	 ._ ._ _	 . _	 __.. _ . _	 _.	 _.._ ..	 ...	 ..	 __ . _	 ....
{.	 ..
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The resulting equation is named after Egli and was f.^irst presented
in 1.935 {ref, 6). Three factors are found in Egli's equation that can be
obtai*;ed from graphical plats shaven in figure 23. The first is the flow
function ^ and it depends on the pressure ratio and the number of knife
edge restrictors. a is the flow coefficient; it is analogous to the dis-
charge coefficient in orifices and, in fact, is the f1.ow area deficiency
or discharge coefficient. 'The flow coefficient is a function of the gap
and the thickness of the labyrinth knife edge. Finally 'y is the carry--
over factor, and. it depends on the gap-to--ko.ife edge spacing ratio, The
carryover factor has a nanunity value in straight-through labyrinth con-
figurationso In effect, this accounts for the carryover of the kinetic
energy that is not dissipated in a straight through labyrinth. if the
labyrinth knife edges are spaced too close to ane another, the kinetic
energy is not completely dissipated, and kinetic energy from the prev^.aus
knife edge flora is "carried over" and results in higher leakageo If the
ka.ife edges are placed too close to one another, a double set of knife
edges would only be effectively acting as a single knife edge. There are
a lot of optimization and trade-off studies that can be made with
labyrinth seals. Many organizations have their own proprietary data on
labyrinth sealsb Egli's equation gives one an engineering estimate of
the leakageo More sophisticated corrections in.cludt, pressure ratio,
Reynolds number, surface porosity, and other geonetry corrections. Addi-
tional information on labyrinth seals can be found in reference 6.
CONTROL OF FLi3T^ PROPERTIES
Freeze Seal.
The second major category of classifying seals is to control the
sealing forces. One type of seal in this class is a freeze seal shown
schematically in figure 24. {Although the seal in fig. 24 is a limited
motion seal, the same principle applies to rotary sealsa) This seal has
been used prir+^arily by the Atomic Energy CommiGaion for sealing valve
stems and has successfully sealed sodium, fluc,rine, and lead. Basically,
the liquid metal is solidified in the annulus around the shaft and acts
as the seals In operation frictional heat cauees a thin fluid film to
develop between rotating shaft and the annulus o^: the solidified material.
Properly designed, the freeze seal w^ .11 have a start 'ng power no greater
than a packing seal and the running power will be les than a typical
packing used in the stuffing box design. Atypical gap is 30 mils. This
gap is small enough to prevent extrusion of a solid sodium plug up to a
pressure differential of 15 psi, and large enough to prevent the forma-
tion of a strong bond between the shaft and the frozen material. This
type of seal has been used to temperatures of 1200 ° F, sealing flow rates
of 1400 gallons per minute and a sealing head to l00 feet. Among the
seal's disadvantages is that this type of seal will leak if the auxiliary
coolant system falls. High wear occurs if abrasives are present or the 	 s
fluid precipitatesp Other details of using this seal and a typical tee
perature profile are shown in figure 24o This seal is described in ref-
erence 9.
3,
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Ferromagnetic Seal
Another seal that has been recently developed and has created a
great deal of interest is the ferromagnetic seal illustrated in figure 25.
The elements of this seal are knife edges an th y: shaft and magnets and
pole blocks located on the stationary housing. A magnetic circuit through
the seal is induced as shown. in figure 25o Colloidal suspensions of
ferrite particles are dispersed in the sealed fluid medium. These sus-
^+ended particles are in the colloidal scale, sixewise. The particles
ter,*e with the fluids Broti+mian motion - that is, thermal. agitation is
'	 occurring and the particles do not tend to separate or coagulate, Coales-
cing is further prevented by the use of antidispersion coatings which are
claimed to be a proprietary secret. Any barrier fluid can be used. and
the limitations may be more on the bulk fluid than on the ferritic parti-
cles. Generally the limitation is the vapor pressure and the magnetic
saturation temperature of .the barrier fluid. One cited advantage of this
',	 seal., as shown in figure 25, is that operation with a fairly large gap
anal fixed geometry with low leakage is possible, it is too early to
appraise what the full impact of this seal will be. 33owever, it has been
li	 very successful to date in applications where a good dynamic seal. was not
available. It has become popular as a rotary vacuum seal. For example,
an electric motor is located in an outside ambient environment and its
output shaft drives an element that is inside a vacuum envirnnmento
Among the limitations of this seal axe fluid degradation due to the high
shear layer that occurs at high speeds. {The ferromagnetic fluid is
essentially stationary except for a very thin boundary layer at the
rotating surface where the slip (shearing) occurs.) Also, interfacial
instability and other instabilities may be a problem. Especa,ally ands-^
sirable is the application ease where it is not desired to have the
barrier fluid mi^sr with sealed liquido ^'urther 9
 the ferromagnetic parti-
Iles must be replenished periodically. A problem with ferrite particle
agglomeration has been observed, particul,srly with waters The particles
settle onto 'The start-up performance Ui shaft seals may be poor when the
seal system has been idle for extended periodso In time we may see many
new applications of this sealing cnncepte
CONTROi, OF FL^7Il? FORCES
Slinger Seal
The third major category of seal classification is seals that con--
.	 trot the farces. The first group utilizes the centrifugal force due to
rotation. S1^ch a seal. is the slinger or rotating fluid ring seal shown
in figure 26. 'This seal is comprised of a rotating disk enclosed ixt a
confined housingo The centrifugal force acts on the liquid and a rotat-
ing head of fluid results. Tf the pressure on one side of the disk is
increased, the pressure will force the interface up anal a liquid seal
results that operates analogous to a manametero This type of seal has
been used in space power applications, However, it is limited by the
!	 _!
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frictional heat that is generated, the maximum sealed pressure differen-
tial, and the stability of the interface between the liquid and the gas.
`There are many variations of this type of centrifugal seal. Same are
shown in figure 27.
Viscoseal
Another seal in this category is a viscoseal shown in figure 280
It is essentially a fixed geometry sealo It usually operates at gaps of
'	 0.0058 to 0.0127 centimeter {2 to 5 mil). This seal is an axial seal
where the pressurized liquid, as it is leaking axially down the shaft,
is pumped back to the high. pressure end by the action of helical grooves
i	 similar to screw threads, In fact, it operates as a screw pump. The
^	 shearing action of the grooves pump the leaking fluid back to the high
pressure end, Its performance depends on. the shaft speed, axial pressure
gradient, fluid viscosity, and seal gap. If sufficient axial distance is
^	 availAble a "zero leak" seal appears possible. However, diffusion from
the interface occurs. This seal successfully operates in the laminar
flow regime. A problem is encountered at high speed operation (turbulent
flow regime) where the interface between they. liouid and the gas becomes
unstable and gas ar air of the ambient environment is entrained.
Magnetic Seal
The final examgle of controlling seal forces is the magnetic seal
(fig. 29) where the elements are the same as the mechanical face seal.
However, the seal spring is force replaced by a magnetic force, The
magnetic seal consists of a magnetized ring with an optically flat sealing
surface attached to the housing and a rotating sealing ring fabricated
from a magnetic stainless steel and is movable axially along the shaft.
The advantage of this seal is that a constant closing force acts regard-
less of the axial seal movement. In same applications where large axial
excursions occur a mecha^.ical spring force may be too large and the mag-
netic seal may overcome this problem. The experience with this seal is
limited.
SEAL OPERATING REGIME5
Seals operate in many lub rication regimes depending on the type of
•	 seal, sealed fluid, application, etc. It is useful to use a friction
coefficient against seal duty parameter plat to understand the various
seal operating regimes that can exist.
For illustrative purposes consider a lift-off type seal that is in
rubbing contact at start-up (and shutdown}. The way the seal may change
from one lubricating regime to another in an application can be illus-
trated by considering figure 30. The figure shows the friction coeffi-
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cient variation a Baal undergoes from startup under a load (e,g,, due to
spring force and pressure} in the boundary lubricating regime to the
steady state operating speed in the full-film lubricating regime. (The
mechanism for achieving full-film operation could be due to an exter^aal
pressurization source or self-generated by hydrodynamic lubrication.}
As the seal startsa the parts are in solid-to-solid rubbing contact and
the seal seat (rotating member} begins to turn under essentially dry can-
ditians and starts to follow the path AB. If sufficient lubricant is
available, the lubricant is ordinarily drawn between the sliding surfaces
at once (by capillary action or a forced pumping mechanism) and the seal
immediately enters the. mixed-film or thin film region fallowing the path
BCo When the speed reaches the value corresponding to point D, the seal
enters the^full-film laminar flow regime in which it remains until coming
to operating speed at point E. At point F^ the friction would again in-
crease due to operation in the turbulent flow regime. It can be seen in
figure 30 that if the lub ricant were not present the seal would be fo•,-ced
to operate dry at a speed corresponding to point Ap the resulting tem;^era^-
ture rise could be extremely high, due to the high frict^.ana
Now some of the details will be examined more closely. Figure 30
[	 shows two distinct lubricating regimes ., boundary lubrication and full.
F	 film (hydrodynamic). These curves wt^re originally proposed for journal
bearings but the same principles apply fcr a seal, Friction caefficien,t
and film thickness are plotted against a seal duty parameter µN/F, where
^ is the fluid viscosity, N i.s the rotational speed, and. F is the net
seal face load. To the right of the dashed vertical line is the region
of full film fluid lubrication; that is, thick film lubrication, where
the surface asperities are completely separated by an oil film of such
thickness that nv metal-tv-metal contact can occur (see fig. 30). Hydro--
dynamic lubrication theory applies and the flow is laminara At suffi-
j	 ciently large values of the seal. duty parameter, turbulent flaw can occur
(transition occurs at E and turbulent flow exists in region F}. The
t	 friction here rises significantly and increases at a mare rap^.d rate with
speed than in the laminar flow regime. To the left of the dashed vertical
^	 line is the region of boundary or thin-film lubricatian^. As noted in
figure 30, the film thickness in boundary lubrication is so small that
asperities contact through the nil film. The mixed film regime can be
j	 identified as the one that has partial hyd.radynamic and boundary lubxiGa-
tion, This is also the regime where elastvhydrodynamic effects may be
,	 irapartante In full. fluid film lubrication, since the asperities do not
`	 contact, only bulk lubricant properties are important, In boundary thin
film lubrication, the bulk properties of the surfaces and surface physics
•	 and chemistry are of primary importance since thew is sol^.d-tv-solid
contact by asperitieso hub ricant chemical properties can influence the
type of damage that occurs.
j
In summary the lubrication regimes can similarly be associated with
the seal film thickness, The three regimes from this point of view are
shown in figure 30a That is, the full film lubrication regime is charac-
terized by the film thickness being several tames greater than the sur-
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face roughnessn The mixed film regime has the film thickness on the
order of the film thicknesso In the boundary regime asperity contact
characterizes the interfaced
Note the friction coefficient for a hydra dynamic film can be calcu-
lated from
__	 rA
^ Net normal closing force
where 2A is the traction farce,.
The friction coefficient behavior is different for a gas and is
shown in figure 31, Since gases are poor boundary lubricants, tt^e Eric-^
tion coefficient values are almost those obtained for sliding solid-on-
solid for law seal duty parameter values. Since a gas has a much lower
viscosity than a liquid, friction farces can be one to three orders of
magnitude less in the fu11 film lubrication regime. Far a gas seal to
operate in this regime usually requires the incorporation of a lift
geometry to the sealing faces. Since operating gaps are inherently
smaller for gas seals (due to the l:^w viscosity), gas film seals are
mare sensitive to face distortions. This, coupled with the poor bound-
ary lubricating properties of gases, means stable self-induced hydro-
dynamic gas film seal operation is unlikely. The friction coefficient
variation is qualitatively similar to liquids in the full film regime
until compressibility effects become significant. Generally compressi-
bility effects become important before turbulence. However, far large
gaps and sufficiently high pressures or speeds turbulent flaw can be
achievedo
SEAI,TNG SYSTFI+'I EXAMPZE - GAS TURBINE SUMP SEAL
A typical bearing compartment seal system that is found in gas tur-
bine aircraft engines ^s illustrated in figure 32. These seals are pro-
tecting the bearing environment from the hot environment of the gas tur--
bine engineo i'he sump is pressurized with air from the fan or low com-
pressor stage 2ir which prevents hot gas from leaking , into the sumpo In
t:he example, a. labyrinth seal with a honeycomb rub strip is used. A
l'^.mited amount of air leaks into the sumpo Note that a windbaclt seal is
shc;::Tn.
A windback seal operates in a similar way to a viscoseal. It pumps
out droplets of oil out of the sealing interface. In this application
the seals not only prevent the hot gas from leaking into the bearing
compartment avoiding problems with ail caking and potential fires but
also these seals establish the bearing thrust load. The net thrust load
acting on the ball bearing is determined by the radial location of the
balance piston labyriath sealo Also notice in figure 32 the oil drains
from the bottom of the sump where 3s the gas vents out the top to the out-
zl
side environments Tl^,is is just one examgle of a sealing system and this
example illustrates that seals can, serve purposes other than strictly
sealing. Seals are important for secondary flow management and control-
ling the thermal gradiexzts in machinery as well as protecting and estab-
lishing thrust loads on shaft bearings.
CflNCLi3DING REMARKS
In conclusion many dynamic sealing principles have been presented.
An attempt has been trade to cite the advantages and limitations of each
seal type. Some of the factors in seal selection and design have also
been pointed out,
3
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iota equation (A.l) this results in
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APPENDZI^ A
FT3NDAMENTAL LEAKAGE EQIIATIONS FOR LIQITIDS AND GASES
Close clearance seals can opexate in either the laminar or turbulent
f^.aw regimes. iTsually the flora path distance will be much greater than
the sealing gap, hence vi.scaus friction is extremely important in these
seals as contrasted to labyrinth seals where thin knife edges are used.
Usually the appxoximation is made where the rotational effect on leakage
is neglected ° This may not be true for high speed liquid seal operation°
See reference ], for mare discussion.
For turbulent flow exact physical knowledge is unknown. Hence an
exact differential analysis model such as the one that describes laminar
flow is impossible to solve ar impractical for design analysis purposes,
Thus approximate solutions must be found. A widely used method in fluid
mechanics and hydraulics is the approximate integrated averzge method.
Although the integral models only satisfy mean conditions in the flow
field, they have shown good results on gross quantities such as seal
leakage and pressure d^.stributiono However, it will be seen that an
empiricism Will be required to find a solution.
^.'he viscous friction is balanced by the pressure drag. This is the
classical fluid flaw case. This model is widely used to describe pipe
and duct flows.
Consider the co^xtrol volume shown in figure Al for situations when
the fluid inertia is negligible. The momentum conservation is a balance
between the pressure and viscous friction farce which is
(A.l)A dP = -'c dA
w w
i
Naw introduce the fallowing parameters
Hydraulic diameters
4^A
D =
dX
Mean Fanning friction factors
T
'	 ^ e W
put
2
Substituting the mass flow def^.nition
M = puA	 (A.3)
yields the following useful form
pAA2
Tha pressure at a position, ^, along the leakage length can be found
by integrating from the inlet to any position X
P	 ^
dP - -	 2M2^ dX
	
(A.5)
PI	 ^	
p^A
Constant Area Flows (Parallel Flows)
Equatipn (A5) can he readily integrated for consta y.t flow area.
P = Pl .. 2M2^X
	 (A. 6)	
y
pDA
at the seal exit X = b, P = P2 , hence the mass flow rate can be found	 '.
from
pDA2 (Pl ^- P2)
M = (A.7)_
2fI,
k	 Substituting this equation (A.7) into equation (A,6) results in a
linear pressure drop equation that is
E 4
Hence for either lam3.nar or turbulent flow the pressure distribution
?	 is independent of the fluid properties and film thickness. k'or radial T
flow between coaxial parallel disks and parallel plates, the hydraulic '^	 ._
diameter	 D	 is given by
..
it	 I
y4 :,.. _.
z^.
Generally, the mean friction factor is related to Reynolds number by a
relation of the following fo rce,
^ W k	 (A.10)
Reo'
It is useful to e^cpress the Reynolds number in fhe following form.
Re = W^
	
;n.11}
Now, both laminar and turbulent flow cases will be considered.
(a) Lami^zar flow. - ^'or laminar flow, the friction factor is derived
from an exact classical, viscous flow differential equation solut^.on and
	
the derivation is presented in .reference l., 	 This equation has been
experimentally verified. The resulting mean friction factor - Reynolds
number relation is
	
^ = R IZpW	 {A.I2)
M
Thus
ph3W(pl - pZ)
Note the strong cubic dependence of the leakage on. the gap. if the
gap is doubled the leakage would increase eight times for laminar flow,
Although there is lesser dependence on gap for turbulent flow and ixz
labyrinth sea]., tight control of the flow cress sectional area is essen-
tial. The clearance between the seal anal shaft that forms the flow path
should be as small as possible. ^iowever, the minimum clearance passible
is limited by shaft deflections, variations in bearing film thicknesses,
fabrication and assembly tolerances, unequal expansions, etc. Because
of variations present i.n any sea]. the gap in equatio;^ {A.13} can be the
"mean effective-separation" between the sealing surfaces. This equation
is used to estimate leakage: in rubbing contact seals where an effective
gap of 40 to GQ microinches is commonly used.
-	 {b) Turbulent flow. - The Blasius relation of friction factor --
Reynolds number appears to satisfactorily d^scxa.be a large class of
fully developed flows even though it is experimentally determined, Thus
in equation {A.14} ? k = 0.Q79 and n = Q,25. Substitution in equa
Lion (A.7) yields
^l/7 ^/7h12/7W(^,	 B )^/7
l	 2
M =
	
(Q .079 }^^7L4/7^^'^7	
{A.x4)
^:	 _
^;
	
..:	
:.:
s
^'
{A.17)
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which gives the functional relation of the variables in quasi -fully
deve^ ,oped turbulent flow. Note that the leakage dependence on film
thickness 3.s no longer cubic but less than quadratic. however, the
leakage is still most sensitive to gap.
Dependence ^.s the same for flow width but less sa {4/7) on density
flow length and. pressure diffexentz.al can, be seen. Also notice the
weak dependence on molecular viscosity - a character^Lstic of turbulent
flow. However, turbulent flow is characterized by laxge scale momentum
'	 exchange {eddies). This macroscopic fluid behavx.or can be represented
as apparent shear stresses, hence a turbulence vi.scos:i.ty wha,ch can be
.	 orders of magnitude higher than the molecular vi.scosi Ly. Hence turbu
lent flow leakage is characterized br a high effective viscosity which
means lower leakage than pred^.cted by laminar flow models, but also
higher shear heating.
Variable Area k'lows
P^quation (A5) can be integrated for both radial f^.ow and constant
width flow with small deformations of the sealing surfaces. 'i`^.e fallaw-
in.g resu^.ts are obtained.
Radial flow {W = 2^rr)
{a) Laminar flaw
nph3 Cpl -- ^^}
M W	 ^	 (A. 15 )
fop; In
1n ^
In
^I..
Cb} Radial flow
2rp4^/7h12/7 Cp	 P }^/7^^	 l - 2
417
.
1/7 1	 ^. 4f7{a:a^4) 
u X14 R2/4/^
'Ihe pressure d;.stribution can.be . found from
1
^7
j	 Tftese results aze summarized in table AI. Similar leakage equations
can be derived for gases. This is dace in reference ^. The flaw can be
assumed to be isothermal (due to small gap assumption; and the perfect
gas relation is used to relate the variable density Frith pressure varia^
tiona Because of compressibility the pressure profile is no longer
linear for parallel surfaces. Some of these results are summarized in
table ATZ.
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APPENDIX B
SEAL PRESSURE BALANCING FETNDAMENz^'.LS
One of the prime objec.^ves in fluid film face seal design is to
insure that the face loading s sufficiently low so high heat generation
and high wear are prevented; however, contact or close clearance opera--
tion must be maintained at all operating conditions. Seal balance can
be achieved, at least theoretically, by properly adjusting the secondary
seal diameter (see figs. B1 and 3). A common term used by seal designers
is the geometric balance ratio or modulus. This modulus is defined as
the ratio of the hydrostatic closing area to primary sealing face (dam}
area and is used to determine the location of the secondary seal diameter.
It is desirable to predict this location analytically.
Unfortunately, a fluid film seal may only be "balanced" at one com-
bination of operating conditions. "Balancing" is strongly dependent an
film thickness variationo k'or gases the pressure profile factor varies
with the sealed gas pressure differential. The pressure profile load
factor is defined as the ratio of sealing fate p^ • es^sure opening or sep-
arating farce to sealed hyd^`ostatY;, pressure closing forces The pressure
profile factor is defined as the ratio of the net ar average sealing (dam}
face pressure tv sealed pressure differentials Fram hereon, the pressure
profile load factor will be referred to as the load factor. Both tYae
load factor and geometric balance ratio have other names in the litera-
ture and sometimes def3 .ned in slightly different ways Since the lead
factor can equal the geometric balance modulus at only one set of operat-
ing conditions, it is therefore impossible to completely balance an
ordinary face seal for all situations Engineering judgment must 1>^
employed to select the proper design.
The importance of the load factor and the geome t rie balance ratio
can be illustrated by considering a face seal. force balance. The basic
equation defining seal closing force is (see fig. BZ)
L
Net closing force W Fs (Ff + FI ) + AHS qP - W	 P dK
0
Design philosophies differ; however, a common pressure balancing prac-
tice for fluid film seals is to select the spring force F s , tv overcome
only the frictional farces F f and the inertial forces F Y . {The fric-
tional forces are due to the secondary seals (e^ge, Q-rings, piston rings)
and the antirotation lugs (cog., torque pins) rubbing on the housingo}
A fundamental consideration in des^.gning pressure balanced seals is
the selection of the secondary seal diameter. This diameter determines
the hydrostatic closing force as illustrated in figure Bl. By proper
positioning of the secondary seal diameter, this closing force can be
s
. ,
.::
^___^_	 i.
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^1	 2 ^	
fi.
e	 ?
}I	 1
x
equal to the sealing dam pressure opening force or, at least theoreti-
cally, any degree of seal face loadingo The secondary seal diameter can.
be found from the geometric balance ratio S where
g	 2	 2
^	 R -- R
	
Geometric balance retie, S = ^^ -- ^	 2SD R - R.
	a 	 i
Ax}.ather important parameter is the pressure profile load. factor, ^`
which i.s defined as the pressure ;pneumatic) opening force normalized to
the sealed pressure d^.fferential force acting over the entire sealing dam
(seal face} area or
^, ^ Pressure opening force
QP ASD
Across a sealing dam
Opening force = W
	
	 P dg
-a
^'or a lineax pressure drop (valid for incompressible fluids and parallel
sealing surfaces)
P=P1- {Pl-P2)
Opening force = WL^^P
P-2
If the seal opening force is equated to the hydrostatic closing force
s	 y
W	 ^' ^: = DP ^5
I	 Q
and subst^.tuting this cond^.tion into the load factor relation results in
>^
_
=:t;a
* ^-5
J^
s;
^; .
Thus
and
F_Axs_s
`45D
When this s3.tuation ex^,ats, that is the load Factor is equal to the geo-
metric balance ratio, the seal is said to be perfectly balanced.
Qnce the load factor is known, the seal balance d^.ameter can be
'	 simply calculated.
'	 Seal balance diameter = F(2RZ - 2R1) + 2RI
(^'or a perfectly balanced seal, the seal. balance diameter equals the sec-
^	 ondary seal diameter.) po r some cases the sealing dam opening farce can
^	 be evaluated analytically and hence the load factor can be pred^.cted ana-
^	 lytically.
I
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TABLE I. — SELL CATEGORIES
I. Stat^.c
Its Lynam3,c
Motions
Ratary
Oscillatory
Reciprocating
Classificatian —types, selection
Fundamentals
Seal systems -^ examples
TABLE II. —SEALING DISCIPLINES
^	 Tribalogy {lubrication science)
F1u3.d mechanics and heat transfer
i	 So1^.d mechanics
Elastohydrodynamics
Dynamics
^	 Materials
Metallurgy
Chemd.stry and physics
Eu1k
•	 Surface
_^
'	 '	 '!
TABLE III, - SEAL SELECTION AND DESIGN
1. Allowable leakage rate
2. Available space
3. Seal duty requirement (DP, T, V)
4. Sealed fluid media
5. ,Iaintainability and life requirements
6. NECessity for external accessories
7. Wear and/or rubbing behavior of seal
materials
8. Differential growths
9. Cost - initial against total Life
cycle
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'I,A^3LE IVe ^ AYNAMIC SEAL CLASSIFICATION
le Selection and control of geometry
A. Positive (rubbing) contact
1. Mechanical. face
2. Circumferential
3, Lip
^. Soft packing
B, Close clearance
^.. I;ydro dynamic
20 Hydrostatic
Externally pressurized
5elf^-energized
3o Floating bushings
C, Fixed geometry clearance seals
3., Fixed bushing
2. Labyrinth
Z. Control of fluid properties
Freeze
Ferromagnetic
3. Control o{' fluid forces
Centrifugal
5cxew pump
Magnetic
-:
^^
a
f	 ^^
;,
^;:	 ^
d	 _
Ili
f4^,
TABLE Al. -- MASS LEAKAGE FLOW RATES FOR FITi^LY DEVELOPED FLOW RATES
La^ainar flow Tuxbulent Flaw
Constant area ^P^ (P1 - PZ } 1/7 4^/7 12/7	 4/72	 p	 h	 W(P1 - P^)gara11e1 surfaces M =	
^12py M =	 y.17 4/7 1/7(OZ079)	 L ^
Radial flow ^	 p^rh3 (P	 - P } 2-^p^/7h3.Z/7(P
	 P	 ^f7
M W
	
6u ^ R^ 
^
M ^ (0.079)4/71/7	 ^.	 -	
^,	
^/7
R3/4
	 R^/4
1	 z
5ma11 1^.near de-
formations	 ^
3
p^char (P1 - P2}
1/7
	 1217 ^+/7	 ^+/72	
^charp	 (P1 - P2}
(h = hl -F aX) and
_
M -
	 12}^L	 '
M ^
	 (Q.079)4/7^1//L1/7
constant wxdth^
2 2 1/3
hhh^where	 hchar -
m
...
	 n	
-	
.,
-i._
.^-	 vrr,.•.	 ter ._	
..
	 :..	 .., ...	 .,	 -
; . ,.
^^ liJr 4\^^ldYlir9 ^4a d^/!Ifid^'^s.MMCmwir	 ;.—	 ^. b -	 ^	 ^.	 -	 - '^	 _.._.	 .... _ __...
rn
i
i
i
1
3
i
i
3
I
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TABLE AII. - MASS LEAKAGE FLOW RATE EQUATIONS FaR VARIOUS QiIASI-FULLY
DEVELOPED (SUBSONIC) FLOW RATE SITUATIONS
.....	 __.. ^..'.
r
i
Case Laminar Flow Turbulent flow
Constant area, ^3(p2 W p2
2^
^3.'L/7,r? _ p2 4/7
^ 1	 2}parallel surfaces _	 1	
—M = M -24^^TL- 23J7{0,079)4/7^4/7T4/7^1/7L4/7
h3 ( p^ _ p2 )
2	 I
34/7h12/7(p2 - P2)4/7
1Radial flow M - M __	 2
12	 T In ^^'^^	 g2 2 0.079 
4/7 1/7	 4/7 T4/7	 1	 -	 1	 4/7
{	 }	 ^'	 ^	 R3/4	 R3 ^
1	 2
Small linear deforma- ^3	 (P2 _ p2 } ^l2/7(p2 _ P2}4/7
1	 2bons (h = h l + Sx} ^ =
	
char	 1.	 2 M =	 char
and constant width 24u^ZTL 23/7(0.079}4/7^1/7.^4/7T4/7L4/7
s
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LIP SEAL
V PACKING
ACE SEAL
,^— SEALING RING
^,.^	 +SEAL SEAT
Figure 1. -Examples of rubbing contact type seals.
Figure 2. -Mechanical face seal.
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Figure 29. -Magnetic face seal.
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